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Abstract

We investigate stability of packet routing policies in adversarial queueing networks. We provide a simple

classi�cation of networks which are stable under any greedy scheduling policy - network is stable if and only

if the underlying undirected connected graph contains at most two edges. We also propose a simple and

distributed policy which is stable in an arbitrary adversarial queueing network even for the critical value of

the arrival rate r = 1. Finally, a simple and checkable network ow type load condition is formulated for

adaptive adversarial queueing networks and a policy is proposed which achieves stability under this new load

condition. This load condition is a relaxation of the integral network ow type condition considered previously

in the literature.

Key words. Congestion, dynamics, multicommodity ow.

AMS subject classi�cation. 68M20,60K25,90B10,90B25.

1 Introduction

The focus of this paper is stability of adversarial queueing systems. Such queueing models have attracted a lot

of attention recently as a convenient tool for modeling packet injection and routing in a communication network.

An adversarial assumption on the nature of the incoming tra�c substitute more traditional stochastic arrivals

assumption. Two types of queueing networks are usually considered: circuit switch and packet switch networks

(also referred to as adaptive and non-adaptive packet routing networks). In the �rst model an adversary injects

packets for processing, specifying the paths that the packets have to follow. The scheduler needs to decide which

�A preliminary version of this paper appeared in Proceedings of 31st Ann. ACM Symposium on the Theory of Computing, 1999.
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packets to process when several packets are competing for the same edge. Such models have been introduced by

Borodin et al. in [6] and considered subsequently in several papers [3], [10], [11], [17].

In packet switch networks an adversary injects packets and only speci�es their origin and destination. The

scheduler is free to choose a path along which the packets are processed. This model has been considered only

recently by Aiello et al. [1]. In both models the goal of the scheduler is to maintain the queue lengths of packets

competing for the same edge as small as possible. While constructing schedules which guarantee minimal queue

length is a computationally intractable problem (even static circuit switch and packet switch scheduling problems

are NP-complete), researchers have focused on schedules which at least guarantee bounded queue lengths at all

times - stability.

1.1 Stability of non-adaptive packet routing schedules

A natural necessary condition for stability exists in circuit switch type networks. A positive integer w (called

burstiness) exists, such that for any edge e and any time interval [t1; t2), the total number of packets that are

injected and contain edge e on their paths should not be bigger than t2 � t1 + w (assuming each edge processes

packets with unit speed). If the load condition is systematically violated, the queue lengths will build up no

matter what schedule is used. The focus of the research has been understanding when is the load condition also

su�cient for stability. It was proven that acyclic and unidirectional ring queueing networks are stable whenever

the load condition is met and an arbitrary greedy schedule is implemented [3], [6], [16]. Meanwhile certain natural

policies were shown to be unstable even if the load condition holds. Andrews [2], Andrews et al. [3] showed that

First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and Nearest-To-Go (NTG) policies can be unstable. Instability of FIFO policies was

also shown before by Bramson [7] for non-adversarial (stochastic) queueing networks. Borodin et al. [6] showed

that NTG policy can be unstable in certain networks even if the arrival rate of the packets is bounded by an

arbitrarily small constant r. On the other hand, Furthest-To-Go policy is stable in all networks (Andrews et al.

[3]) whenever the maximal arrival rate r is strictly smaller than one. Goel [11] provided a complete algorithmic

characterization of directed graphs which are stable for all greedy scheduling rules. Such characterization can

be adapted to undirected graphs in which packets competing for an edge from opposite sides can simultaneously

cross the edge. Our assumption throughout the paper will be that only one packet can cross any given edge

at a time from either end and all the graphs are assumed to be undirected. Obtaining a complete algorithmic

classi�cation of stable networks for every policy seems to be an unachievable task. It is shown in Gamarnik

[9] that checking stability for a class of generalized priority policies is an algorithmically undecidable problem.

Whether undecidability holds for more common policies like FIFO or priority policies remains to be seen.

1.2 Stability of adaptive packet routing schedules

Stability of adaptive packet routing schedules in adversarial queueing networks has only recently been analyzed

by Aiello et al. [1]. This model does not have a natural load condition for stability, as opposed to non-adaptive
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queueing models. There is no explicit load on edges implied by the incoming tra�c, rather the load depends

on the routing policy used. Aiello et al. thus introduced the following assumption. Suppose for some positive

integer w and some positive real r < 1 an adversary can associate with each incoming packet a path in such

a way that in every time interval [t; t + w) every edge has been assigned to no more than rw paths. In other

words the adversary should be able to reformulate the problem in non-adaptive sense, described above, without

revealing the underlying assigned paths. It was shown in [1], that a stable distributed routing policy exists under

the assumption above. Also the schedule does not assume the knowledge of the arrival rate r and interval w and

the total number of packets in the network is bounded by O(m5=2n5=2w=(1� r)), where m and n is the number

of edges and nodes in the graph respectively.

1.3 Results

A number of questions remain outstanding, some of which are listed in Borodin et al. [6]. It is not clear whether

ring type queueing network allowing tra�c in both directions is stable under any greedy scheduling rule. More

generally which networks are stable under all greedy scheduling rules (universally stable)? This question was

resolved by Goel [11] for directed graph queueing networks, but remains outstanding for undirected graphs in

which each edge can be crossed by only one packet at a time from either end. We provide in this paper a very

simple answer to this problem. A connected undirected graph is universally stable if and only if it contains at

most two edges. We establish this result by proving universal stability for a simple graph with two edges: G1 and

constructing unstable greedy schedules for graphs G2; G3; G4 (see Figure 1). We will show speci�cally that such

unstable greedy policy exists when the maximal arrival rate r satis�es r3 + r4 > 1 for the graph G2 and satis�es

r4 + r5 > 1 for the graphs G3; G4.

These schedules are very similar to the ones constructed by Goel [11] and Andrews et al. [3]. Clearly any

connected undirected graph with more than two edges contains one of the graphs G2; G3; G4 as a subgraph and as

a result is unstable. In particular, ring type queueing network is either graph G4, or contains G3 as a subgraph,

and, as a result, is not universally stable. We then propose a very simple distributed Nearest-To-Origin (NTO)

priority policy, and prove that this policy is stable in all adversarial queueing networks even for the critical arrival

rate r = 1. This answers positively the question posed in [6] on existence of a stable scheduling policy under a

critical arrival rate r = 1.

For the case of adaptive packet routing models, we consider a more relaxed load condition than the one used in

[1]. We assume that for the packets that arrive during any time interval of the length w, the corresponding static

multicommodity ow problem has a feasible fractional solution with maximal congestion (to be de�ned) not bigger

than rw, where r < 1. That is we relax the integrality requirement in the multicommodity ow type constraint

on the arriving tra�c, considered in [1]. We construct a simple discrete review type policy based on static packet

routing problem and prove that this policy is stable under this relaxed load condition. The algorithm is based on

an algorithm proposed in [5] for the static packet routing problem, which achieves asymptotic optimality as the

network load diverges to in�nity.
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Figure 1: Graphs G1; G2; G3; G4.

The advantage of the relaxed assumption above is clear - the load condition can be checked e�ciently by

solving a corresponding fractional multicommodity ow problem, whereas integral multicommodity ow problem

is NP-complete. Speci�cally, if the maximal arrival rate for any pair of origin-destination nodes (i; j) is rij,

then there exists a stable packet routing protocol if the fractional multicommodity ow problem with parameters

rij has a feasible solution with maximal congestion smaller than one. Our scheduling rule, however, would not

assume the knowledge of the rates rij. We will also show that if for any feasible solution the maximal congestion

is bigger than one then no stable policy exists. We do not know whether a stable policy exists when the smallest

maximal congestion is equal to one.

The disadvantage of our schedule compared to the one of Aiello et al. is that it occasionally needs information

about the queue lengths in the entire network, and thus is not distributed. Our bounds on maximal queue lengths

are also inferior to the ones in [1].

We conclude with some open questions and directions for further research.

2 De�nitions and assumptions

A non-adaptive adversarial queueing network is given as a graph (V;E). An adversary injects packets for pro-

cessing. Each arriving packet has a pre-speci�ed path it has to follow. Once the end of the path is reached, the

packet leaves the network. Each packet takes a unit time to cross a single edge, and only one packet in either

direction can cross any given edge at a time. Packet processing occurs at integer time epochs t = 0; 1; 2; : : :;

although packet arrival can occur at an arbitrary real time. Packets that wait to cross some edge e accumulate

into a queue at the vertex of e, until chosen to cross. We introduce some additional notations in order to formally
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describe the dynamics. Let P be the set of all simple paths in the network, (set of paths that can be requested

by packets).

For each path P 2 P, let feP0 ; eP1 ; : : : ; ePk(P )g be the set of consecutive edges in P . Let AP (t1; t2) denote

the total number of packets injected during the time interval [t1; t2) that request path P . For each P 2 P
and e 2 P , let D(e;P )(t1; t2) be the total number of packets, following path P , that crossed edge e during the

time interval [t1; t2). In particular, D(e;P )(t; t + 1) takes value 0 or 1, for each t = 0; 1; 2; : : : : The values of

D(e;P )(t; t + 1) depend on the rule by which packets competing for the same edge are prioritized - scheduling

rule. Some examples of scheduling rules include First-In-First-Out, in which packets are prioritized according to

their arrival time into edge e, Longest-In-System, in which packets are prioritized according to their arrival time

into the network, Shortest-In-System, Furthest-To-Go and many other. Note, that whichever policy is used the

following restriction applies. For any edge e and time t

X
P :e2P

D(e;P )(t; t+ 1) � 1:

In other words, at most one packet can cross an edge e during the time interval [t; t+ 1). Finally, let AP (t) =

AP (0; t); D(eP
i
;P )(t) = D(eP

i
;P )(0; t), and let Q(e;P )(t) be the total number of packets following path P that are

waiting to cross edge e at time t. The dynamics of the network is described as follows. For each t = 0; 1; 2; : : :

and each path P 2 P
Q(eP

0
;P )(t) = Q(eP

0
;P )(0) + AP (t) �D(eP

0
;P )(t); (1)

and

Q(eP
i
;P )(t) = Q(eP

i
;P )(0) +D(eP

i�1
;P )(t)�D(eP

i
;P )(t); (2)

for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k(P ):We let Q(t) =
P

e;P Q(e;P )(t) denote the total number of packets in the network at time

t.

The packets are injected into the system by an adversary in a restricted manner. There exists a positive real

number r, called the arrival rate, and a positive integer w with the following property. For each edge e, the total

number of packets, injected during any interval [t1; t2), whose assigned paths contain e, is at most r(t2 � t1) +w.

Formally, for each e 2 E and t1 < t2

X
P :e2P

AP (t1; t2) � r(t2 � t1) +w: (3)

This is the load assumption considered in [3], [6], [10], [11] and is a generalization of the path-speci�c arrival rate

assumption considered earlier by Cruz [8].

The goal of the stability analysis is to understand the conditions under which the total number of packets in

the network stays bounded - network is stable. Speci�cally, we are interested, when is a particular scheduling

policy stable and which networks are stable under an arbitrary greedy scheduling policy.

De�nition 1 A scheduling policy in an adversarial queueing network (V;E; r; w) is de�ned to be greedy if when-

ever there is a positive amount of packets waiting to cross any given edge e at time t, at least one of these packets
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will cross e during interval [t; t+ 1). Formally, for each e 2 E and t = 0; 1; 2; : : :;

X
P :e2P

Q(e;P )(t) > 0

implies X
P :e2P

D(e;P )(t; t+ 1) = 1: (4)

De�nition 2 A scheduling policy in an adversarial queueing network (V;E; r; w) is de�ned to be stable if, under

this policy, the total number of packets in the network stays bounded for all times. Namely,

sup
t2<+

Q(t) <1:

A scheduling policy is de�ned to be universally stable, if it is stable in all graphs. A (directed or undirected) graph

(V;E) is de�ned to be universally stable if every greedy policy in it is stable for all r < 1 and all non-negative w.

The necessary condition for stability is

r � 1: (5)

If this condition is violated then an adversary can inject packets so that no scheduling rule will be able to keep

the number of packets bounded.

An adaptive packet routing model is similar to the model above. An undirected graph (V;E) is given. An

adversary injects packets, but now speci�es their origin-destination pair (i; j) 2 V 2 only. The goal of the scheduler

is to select the paths for packets as well as to prioritize packets competing for the same edge. The total number

of packets in the network again needs to be bounded. Immediately the question arises what is the analog of the

condition (5). Aiello et al. [1] considered the following condition. A certain integer w and a real value r < 1

are �xed. It is assumed that the packets that arrived during any time interval [t; t+ w) can be associated with

paths in the graph (V;E) in such a way that any edge e belongs to no more than rw paths. This condition can

be reformulated using integral multicommodity ow problem as follows. For a given graph (V;E) and a set of

positive integers nij; i; j 2 V consider the following integer programming problem (we represent edges as pairs of

nodes (k; l) 2 E)

minimize Cmax

subject to

P
k:(i;k)2E x

ij
ik = nij; (i; j) 2 V 2; (6)X

k:(k;j)2E

xijkj = nij; (i; j) 2 V 2; (7)

X
l:(l;k)2E

xijlk =
X

l:(k;l)2E

xijkl; (i; j) 2 V 2; k 6= i; j; (8)
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Ckl =
X

(i;j)2V 2

xijkl; (k; l) 2 E; (9)

Ckl � Cmax; (k; l) 2 E; (10)

xijkl; Ckl � 0; (11)

xklij 2 Z+: (12)

Here xijkl represents the number of packets going from node i to node j that pass through the edge (k; l). Equations

(6)-(8) represent the conservation of ow. Ckl represents the total amount of integral ow assigned to any edge

(k; l) 2 E, Cmax represents the maximal amount of ow assigned to any edge e 2 E.

It is not hard to prove that the load condition considered by Aiello et al. is equivalent to the following

condition. Let Aij(t; t+w) denote the number of packets that arrived during the time interval [t; t+w) and have

an origin-destination pair (i; j). The condition is that for any time t the integral multicommodity ow problem

above with input nij = Aij(t; t+w) has a solution Cmax satisfying

Cmax � rw: (13)

De�nition 3 An adversarial queueing network is said to be of the type (r; w; IMF ) (IMF stands for integral

multicommodity ow) if the condition (13) is satis�ed for any time t, where Cmax is the optimal value of the

integral multicommodity ow problem (6)-(12) on the input nij = Aij(t; t+ w).

An algorithm was constructed in [1] which achieves stability under the load condition (r; w; IMF ) for networks

of type (r; w; IMF ) with r < 1. In this paper we consider queueing networks of the type (r; w; FMF ) (FMF -

fractional multicommodity ow) where the load condition above is still assumed to be satis�ed, but the solution

to the multicommodity ow problem above need not be integral (constraint (12) is removed).

De�nition 4 An adversarial queueing network is said to be of the type (r; w; FMF ) if the condition (13) is

satis�ed for any time t, where Cmax is the optimal value to the fractional multicommodity ow problem (6)-(11)

on the input nij = Aij(t; t+ w).

Clearly our load condition is weaker. Since it uses a linear programming formulation, the condition is also

e�ciently checkable. We construct in Section 4 a stable scheduling policy under this relaxed load condition

whenever r < 1.

3 Universally stable graphs and universally stable policies

In the �rst part of this section we focus on universal stability of undirected graphs. An exact characterization of

directed stable graphs is given in [11]. Two directed graphs were constructed in which are not universally stable.

It is then proven that a directed graph is universally stable if and only if it does not contain one of these two

graphs as a minor (for a de�nition of a graph minor see [14]). This leads to an e�cient algorithm for checking

whether a given graph is stable.
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In this section we show that for undirected graphs the classi�cation is even simpler. A graph with one edge or

a graph G1 with two edges are the only connected undirected universally stable graphs. Note that the stability

of unconnected graphs can be resolved by considering its connected components.

Theorem 1 A connected undirected graph is universally stable if and only if it has at most two edges.

Remark : We conjecture that the graph with two edges is stable also for the critical arrival rate r = 1 but

we do not have a proof.

Proof: We omit a trivial case of a graph with only one edge. We prove the stability of the graph G1 by a

simple reduction to a unidirectional ring network with two nodes. An adversarial queueing network (V;E; r; w)

is called a unidirectional ring network, if it is of the form V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng; E = fe1; e2; : : : ; eng; ek =

(vk; vk+1); k = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1; en = (vn; v1)g, and if every path P contains edges in increasing order modulo n.

Namely P = fej; ej+1; : : : ; ej+k(P )g for some ej , where the convention is to identify edge en+i with ei. Thus,

unidirectional ring is a circular form graph with all the packets moving in one direction. It was shown in [3]

that the unidirectional ring is universally stable for all r < 1 and the total number of packets in the network at

any moment is not bigger than n2w=(1 � r) (assuming initially there are no packets in the network). We now

show that from the stability point of view our graph G1 is equivalent to the unidirectional ring with two nodes

V = fv1; v2g and two edges E = felower; eupper connecting nodes v1 and v2. Any packet in G1 going from 0 to 1

or from 1 to 0 we associate with a packet going along the edge elower in the directions v1 ! v2. Any packet in G1

going from 1 to 2 or from 2 to 1 we associate with a packet going along the edge eupper in the directions v2 ! v1.

We associate packets going along nodes 0; 1; 2 or 2; 1; 0 similarly. It is easy to see that this correspondence makes

two systems equivalent. In particular graph G1 is stable and, if the initial number of packets is zero, then the

maximal number of packets at any time is not more than 4w=(1� r).

We now prove the second part of the theorem. We will show that in any connected graph with more than

two edges there exists an unstable greedy scheduling policy whenever r > :86. Clearly it su�ces to prove the

existence of such policies only for graphs G2,G3; G4 on Figure 1.

Consider the graph G2 �rst. The arrival pattern and the scheduling policy are described in several stages.

Suppose initially there are c packets waiting to cross the edge (1; 0), where c is a su�ciently large number.

During the time interval [0; c) we process these c packets and generate rc packets requesting the path 1; 0; 2.

These packets do not move until time c. During the time interval [c; c + rc) we process these rc packets and

generate r2c packets requesting path 2; 0; 3 and r2c packets requesting 0; 1. These packets also do not move until

the time c + rc. During the next time interval of the length r2c we generate r3c packets requesting 1; 0; 3 and

r3c packets requesting 2; 0. The latter packets are processed before the previously generated 2; 0; 3 packets. As

a result at time c + rc+ r2c we obtain r3c packets requesting 1; 0; 3 and r3c packets requesting 2; 0; 3 (the latter

generated in the previous round). During the next r3c time units we process entirely packets on the path 1; 0; 3,

process packets on the path 2; 0; 3 along the edge (2; 0) and generate r4c packets requesting path 0; 3. In the end

we obtain r3c+ r4c packets requesting edge (0; 3). If r3 + r4 > 1 (which holds for r > :82), we end up with more
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than c packets requesting the path 0; 3. Repeating the schedule for c0 = (r3+ r4)c packets starting from the edge

(0; 3) we obtain an unstable schedule. This completes the proof for the graph G2.

The proof for the graph G3 is very similar. Suppose initially we have c packets requesting path 2; 1. Process

these packets and generate rc packets requesting 2; 0 during the time interval [0; c). Process the new packets and

generate r2c packets requesting paths 1; 2; 3 and 0; 1. Process these packets and generate r3c packets requesting

3; 2; 1 and 0; 1. During the next r3c time units process all 0; 1 packets and generate r4c packets requesting 0; 1; 2.

Also during this time interval process generate r4c packets requesting 3; 2, give them priority over previously

generated 3; 2; 1 packets, and the remaining time process these 3; 2; 1 packets. We obtain in the end r4c packets

requesting 0; 1; 2 and r4c packets requesting 3; 2; 1. Note that all these packets require edge (1; 2). Process all the

0; 1; 2 packets, process 3; 2; 1 packets through their �rst edge (3; 2) and generate r5c packets requesting 2; 1. As a

result we obtain r4c+ r5c packets requesting edge 2; 1. If r4 + r5 > 1, that is r > :86 then we end up with more

than c packets requesting edge 2; 1. It follows that the scheduling rule is unstable. The construction of unstable

policy in the graph G4 is identical to the one of G3 where we identify node v3 of G3 with v0 of G4. This completes

the proof of the theorem . 2

In the remainder of this section we address the question of universal stability of speci�c policies. We propose

a simple Nearest-To-Origin policy and prove that it is stable in all graphs even for the critical arrival rate r = 1.

The Nearest-To-Origin policy gives priority to packets which have crossed the smallest amount of edges. Namely

if two packets following paths P; P 0 2 P compete for the same edge e = ePi = eP
0

j and i < j then packet following

P should be processed �rst. If i = j then the packets are prioritized arbitrarily.

Theorem 2 NTO policy is stable in any network for r = 1.

Proof : Let Qe(0) denote the total initial number of packets waiting to cross an edge e. Let also Qk(t) denote

the total number of packets at time t which are within exactly k steps from the origin. That is

Qk(t) =
X
P2P

Q(eP
k
;P )(t):

Let us call these packets layer k packets. We will show by induction by k that Qk(t) is bounded by a constant

for all t.

Base step k = 0. Fix an edge e and time t. Let t0 2 [0; t] be the largest time at which no packets of

layer 0 (packets that have not crossed any edge yet) were waiting at e. If no such time exist, set t0 = 0. The

total number of layer 0 packets in e at time t0 is then at most Qe(0). During the time interval [t0; t) at most

r(t � t0) + w = t � t0 + w layer 0 (external) packets have arrived, that want to cross e. Also, by the choice of

t0, edge e was processing packets constantly during the time interval [t0; t). Since NTO policy is used, layer 0

packets have priority over all other packets. It follows that total number of layer 0 packets at the edge e at time

t satis�es X
P :eP

0
=e

Q(eP
0
;P )(t) � Qe(0) + t� t0 +w � (t� t0) = Qe(0) + w:
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As a result Q0(t) �
P

eQe(0) + wjEj, for all t. We denote
P

eQe(0) +wjEj by B0.

Induction step. Suppose, for some constants Bj ; j = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1, Qj(t) � Bj , for all j � k � 1 and for

all times t. We will show that for some constant Bk, Qk(t) � Bk for all t. Again �x an edge e and an arbitrary

time t. Let again t0 � t denote the largest time that there were no layer k packets waiting to cross e. Then edge

e was always processing packets during the time interval [t0; t) (packets in layer k or lower). The layer k packets

that wait to cross e at time t then are composed only of packets which were in layers j � k � 1 at time t0 or

packets that arrived externally during the time interval [t0; t) and have edge e as their k-th edge on the requested

path. The �rst group of packets has a size bounded by
Pk�1

j=0 Bj , by the induction assumption. The second is

bounded by
P

P :eP
k
=e AP (t0; t). We now estimate the number of layer k packets that crossed e during the time

interval [t0; t). Since NTO policy is used these packets were not processed only when there were packets in layers

up to k � 1 that wanted to cross e. The number of such packets is bounded by
Pk�1

j=0 Bj - total possible number

of packets in layers up to k � 1 at time t0, plus
Pk�1

j=0

P
P :eP

j
=eAP (t0; t), which is number of new packets that

arrived in [t0; t) and cross e within k � 1 steps. We conclude that at least

maxf0; t� t0 �
k�1X
j=0

Bj �
k�1X
j=0

X
P :eP

j
=e

AP (t0; t)g

packets of layer k crossed e during the time interval [t0; t). We obtain

X
P :eP

k
=e

Qk(t) �
k�1X
j=0

Bj +
X

P :eP
k
=e

AP (t0; t)� (t � t0 �
k�1X
j=0

Bj �
k�1X
j=0

X
P :eP

j
=e

AP (t0; t)) � 2
k�1X
j=0

Bj +w;

where the last inequality follows from (3) and r = 1. Thus the total number of layer k packets is bounded by

Bk = 2jEj(Pk�1
j=0 Bj) + wjEj: This completes the induction step. 2

After this paper was written it was pointed to the author by Kleinberg [12] that a similar analysis shows

stability of FTG policy (which gives priority to packets closest to their destination) when r = 1. During the

course of the proof we obtained the following bound on the total number of packets in the network at time t

jQ(t)j � (2jEj)pmax+1(B0 + w)

where B0 is the initial number of packets in the network and pmax is the maximal length jP j of paths P 2 P.
Unfortunately, the bound is exponential in the network parameters. It is shown in [4] that both NTO and FTG

lead to exponentially large queue sizes in certain networks. It is also shown that no bound better than 2
p

max jV j;jEj

is possible for a whole class of distributed deterministic policies including NTG, FTG.

Note that, unlike r < 1 case, stability under r = 1 condition does not necessarily imply that all the packets

are delivered within a �nite time. Indeed, consider the graph G1 operating under NTG policy. Assume that

initially there are several packets requesting path 0; 1; 2. Assume that at each integer moment t = 1; 2; : : : an

adversary injects a packet following 1; 2. These packets have priority over the initial packets and block them from

processing forever. Thus the delivery time for the initial packets is in�nity. Whether there exists a policy with

bounded delivery time for every packet when r = 1, is an open question.
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4 Stable scheduling policies in adaptive adversarial queueing net-

works

In this section we focus on adaptive packet routing policies in adversarial queueing networks. We have an

undirected graph (V;E) and parameters r; w > 0. An adversary generates packets and speci�es their origin-

destination only. The network ow load assumption (r; w; FMF ), described in Section 2, is assumed to be satis�ed

by an adversary tra�c. The goal is to construct a policy which is stable under the (r; w; FMF ) assumption, when

r < 1 and show that no stable policy exist against any adversary tra�c when r > 1. For the case r < 1 we consider

a corresponding static packet routing problem on a �xed input nij which is formulated as follows. Suppose for

each i; j 2 V we are given nij packets which are required to go from node i to node j via some path selected by

the scheduler. Each edge can process only one packet at one time unit. The objective is to �nd a routing schedule

which would minimize the time until all the packets reach their destination (makespan time). This static version

of the packet routing problem with the makespan objective has been considered before by Srinivasan and Teo

[15] and Bertsimas and Gamarnik [5]. We use here an asymptotically optimal scheduling algorithm developed in

[5] (Packet Routing Synchronization Algorithm or PRSA) for this static packet routing problem. The following

result was proven in [5].

Theorem 3 Let nij denote the number of packets that are present in the network at time 0 and have nodes

i; j 2 V as their origin-destination pair. Let Cmax be the optimal solution to the (fractional) multicommodity

problem with input nij; i; j 2 V . Then there exists a packet routing scheduling algorithm which brings all the

packets to their destination (has makespan time) in not more than

Cmax +O(jV j3jEj
p
Cmax) (14)

time units. Moreover the algorithm is such that after time T = Cmax+ jV j
p
Cmax not more than 2jV jjEjpCmax+

jV j2jEj packets are still present in the network.

Since Cmax is a lower bound on any feasible makespan time, the schedule is asymptotically optimal when the

total initial number of packets
P

ij nij diverges to in�nity. We now use this scheduling algorithm to construct a

stable policy in a network (V;E) which satis�es the load condition (r; w; FMF ). The routing policy is Discrete

Review type and is described as follows. We assume that T0 = 0. The number of packets of type (i; j) at time t

is denoted by Qij(t).

Discrete Review Algorithm: for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; let Ck
max denote the optimal value to the multicommodity

ow problem with the input nij = Qij(Tk). Set Tk+1 = Tk +Ck
max + jV j

p
Ck
max. Implement PRSA at time Tk to

the input nij = Qij(Tk) for the �rst Ck
max + jV j

p
Ck
max time units, ignoring packets arriving after time Tk.

In words, Discrete Review algorithm looks at times Tk; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : at the entire network and solves the

corresponding static packet routing problem, ignoring packets that arrive after Tk. Intuitively, since the PRSA

algorithm has makespan time close to the maximal congestion when the loads are high, then by (r; w; FMF )

assumption, Ck+1
max=C

k
max � r < 1, and the Discrete Review policy is stable. The following result is obtained.

11



Theorem 4 Suppose an adversarial queueing network (V;E) satis�es (r; w; FMF ) load condition. If r < 1 then

Discrete Review routing schedule is stable. Moreover

lim sup
t!1

X
ij

Qij(t) = O
� jV j4jEj3 + w2jEj

(1� r)2

�
(15)

If r > 1 then no stable routing policy exists.

Proof: First we prove the stability of the Discrete Review routing schedule. We show that for any k

Ck+1
max � r(Ck

max + jV j
q
Ck
max) + w + jV j2jEj

q
Ck
max: (16)

In fact the total number of type (i; j) packets in the network at time Tk+1 consists of two types of packets.

We have Aij(Tk; Tk+1) packets that arrived during the time interval [Tk; Tk+1), and packets that arrived before

time Tk and still have not been processed. Denote the latter packets by Q̂ij(Tk). From Theorem 3, since

Tk+1 � Tk = Ck
max + jV j

p
Ck
max, we have

X
ij

Q̂ij(Tk) � 2jV jjEj
q
Ck
max + jV j2jEj � jV j2jEj

q
Ck
max (17)

(as long as jV j; Cmax � 4, which we assume to hold). Since our network is (r; w; FMF ) type, the optimal value

of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = Aij(Tk; Tk+1) is at most

r(dTk+1 � Tk
w

ew) � r(Tk+1 � Tk) + w:

The optimal value of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = Q̂ij(Tk) is upper bounded byP
ij Q̂ij(Tk). Combining, the optimal value Ck+1

max of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij =

Qij(Tk+1) = Aij(Tk; Tk+1) + Q̂ij(Tk) satis�es

Ck+1
max � r(Tk+1 � Tk) +w + jV j2jEj

q
Ck
max = r(Ck

max + jV j
q
Ck
max) +w + jV j2jEj

q
Ck
max:

This proves (16). From (16) we obtain

lim sup
k!1

Ck
max � r lim sup

k!1
Ck
max + (rjV j+ jV j2jEj) lim sup

k!1

q
Ck
max +w �

r lim sup
k!1

Ck
max + (r + jV j2jEj+ w)

r
lim sup
k!1

Ck
max

or

lim sup
k!1

Ck
max �

(r + jV j2jEj+ w)2

(1� r)2
: (18)

We �nally argue that for any t = 0; 1; 2; : : : the total number of packets in the network at time t, for large t, is

at most 2jEjCkt
max, where kt satis�es Tkt � t < Tkt+1. We split all the packets in the network at time t into two

groups: those that arrived before time Tkt and those that arrived after time Tkt . The �rst group has a size at

most
P

ij Qij(Tkt) which is at most jEjCkt
max, since C

kt
max is a feasible solution to the multicommodity problem

on the input nij = Qij(Tkt). The second group has a size at most
P

ij Qij(Tkt+1) since none of these packets
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are processed before time Tkt+1. Therefore, the second group has a size at most jEjCkt+1
max . We apply (18) and

conclude the proof of the theorem.

We now prove that if r > 1 then no stable routing policy exist. For that we need to exhibit a certain adversarial

arrival pattern with arrival rate r for which stability cannot be achieved. Select � > 0 a small positive value and

construct a set of rates rij such that the optimal value r0 of the multicommodity ow problem on the input

nij = rij satis�es r0 = r=1 + �). This can be achieved as follows: select values r0ij very small arbitrarily and

increase them proportionally by t; rij = r0ijt until the objective value becomes r0. We now construct an arrival

pattern. For each pair (i; j) inject a type (i; j) packet every 1=rij time units. Select an integer w > 0 so that

rijw > 1=� for every rij. Then for every time t,

Aij(t; t+ w) � d w

1=rij
e � rijw + 1 = rijw +

1

rijw
rijw � rij(1 + �)w:

Since the optimal value of the multicommodity ow problem on the input rij(1 + �) is r0(1 + �) = r, then the

network is of the (r; w; FMF ) type. In the proof of the Corollary 1 below we show that for this arrival pattern if

the objective value r0 = r=(1+ �) > 1 then no stable policy can exist. By choosing � su�ciently small, we obtain

the result. 2

The Discrete Review algorithm is a one way of turning a schedule for a static packet routing problem into

a schedule for a dynamic packet routing problem. There are schedules other then PRSA, which achieve certain

degree of closeness to the optimal makespan time. For example, a routing schedule was constructed in [15] with

makespan time cCmax, where Cmax is the optimal maximal congestion (solution to the multicommodity ow

problem), and c is some (large) constant independent of the data of the problem. Note that this schedule, if

implemented in discrete review manner does not necessarily lead to a stable policy if r > 1=c. The asymptotic

optimality of the routing schedule (which is achieved by PRSA) is essential for stability.

The result above can be used to decide what are the necessary and su�cient conditions for stability in

adversarial queueing networks, when the arrival rate for each pair of origin-destination is bounded by a constant.

Corollary 1 Given an adversarial queueing network (V;E), suppose there exist constants rij; i; j 2 V , and a

positive integer w > 0, such that the total number of packets injected during any interval [t1; t2) with origin-

destination pair (i; j) is not bigger than rij(t2 � t1) + w. If the multicommodity ow problem on the input

rij; i; j 2 V has an optimal solution satisfying Cmax < 1 then there exists a stable packet routing schedule. If the

optimal solution satis�es Cmax > 1, then a stable schedule cannot exist.

Proof: Suppose Cmax < 1 for the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = rij. Select a positive integer

W >
2jV j2w
1� Cmax

:

By assumption, for any time t

Aij(t; t+W ) � rijW +w

13



Also by assumption, the optimal value of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = rijW is at most

CmaxW . The optimal value of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = w is trivially at most jV j2w.
Therefore, the optimal value of the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = rijW + w is at most

CmaxW + jV j2w = CmaxW +
jV j2w
W

W � CmaxW +
1� Cmax

2
W =

1 + Cmax

2
W:

We set r = (1+Cmax)=2 < 1. Then our queueing network is of the type (r;W; FMF ). We apply Theorem 4 and

complete the proof of the �rst part.

Suppose now the optimal solution to the multicommodity ow problem on the input nij = rij satis�es

Cmax > 1. Let an adversary inject type (i; j) packet every 1=rij time unit. Then for every type (i; j)

Aij(t1; t2) � d t2 � t1
1=rij

e � rij(t2 � t1) + 1 � rij(t2 � t1) + w:

So this arrival pattern satis�es the conditions of the theorem. Suppose, for the purposes of contradiction, there

exists a stable routing policy. For every type (i; j) and every edge (k; l) 2 E let Dij
kl(t1; t2) denote the number

of type (i; j) packets that crossed the edge (k; l) during the time interval [t1; t2), when this stable policy is

implemented. Let also Qij
k (t) denote the number of type (i; j) packets that are queued at the node k at time t.

Then

Qij
i (t) = Qij

i (0) + Aij(0; t)�
X

k:(i;k)2E

Dij
ik(0; t): (19)

Also for each k 6= i; j

Qij
k (t) =

X
l:(l;k)2E

Dij
lk(0; t)�

X
l:(k;l)2E

Dij
kl(0; t): (20)

By assumption, Qij
j (t) = 0 and Dij

jl (0; t) = 0 for all l such that (j; l) 2 E. Since the policy implemented is stable,

then there exists B > 0 such that for all k and all times t; Qij
k (t) � B. In particular,

Qij
k (t)=t! 0 (21)

when t!1. Note that for each (k; l) 2 E

X
i;j

Dij
kl(0; t)=t � 1 (22)

since each edge processes at most one packet at a time. Therefore there exists a sequence t1 < t2 < : : : < ts < : : :

along which all the limits

xijkl � lim
s!1

Dij
kl(0; ts)

ts

exist. Note also that

lim
t!1

Aij(0; t)

t
= rij:

From (19)-(21) it follows that xijkl; i; j 2 V; (k; l) 2 E is a feasible solution to the multicommodity ow problem

on the input nij = rij. But from (22) it follows that for each edge (k; l) 2 E

X
i;j

xijkl � 1:
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In particular, the maximal congestion Cmax corresponding to this feasible solution satis�es Cmax � 1. This

contradicts the assumption. 2

It is not clear whether a stable packet routing schedule exists for the critical case Cmax = 1, analogous to the

NTO policy proposed in Section 3. The existence of such policy might depend on the integrality of a feasible

solution to the multicommodity ow problem (6)-(12).

Note that the bound given by Theorem 4 is weaker than the bound

O
� jV j5=2jEj5=2w

1� r

�
(23)

obtained in [1] for networks of type (r; w; IMF ). Also, the schedule constructed in [1] is distributed whereas our

schedule needs information about the entire network at times Tk. This raises the question whether the schedule in

[1] is applicable for the network of type (r; w; FMF ). This turns out to be possible but at the cost of a somewhat

inferior performance. Consider1 an optimal fractional solution (maximal congestion) Cmax to the multicommodity

problem on the input nij = Aij(t; t+w). Using Raghavan and Thomson randomized algorithm (see [13]) one can

construct an integral solution to the multicommodity ow problem with expected maximal congestion satisfying

C int
max � Cmax +Cmax �O(

q
log jEj
Cmax

). Suppose now

w > O
� log jEjr
(1� r)2

�
: (24)

Then Cmax � rw implies C int
max � rw+

p
rwO(

p
log jEj) < w. Thus, if (24) holds, then the network is of the type

(r0; w; IMF ) for r0 � C int
max=w. Unfortunately, the bound (24) combined with (23) implies the bound

O
� jV j5=2jEj5=2 log jEjr

(1� r)2(1� r0)

�

which is at best (using r � r0) O( 1
(1�r)3 ), when r � 1. This is inferior to our bound O( 1

(1�r)2 ) in Theorem 4

when r � 1. (Recall that our bound does not require (24)).

Observe, that we used the second part of Theorem 3 in the construction of the Discrete Review algorithm. We

could also use the �rst part (route entirely the packets present in the system at time Tk) at the price of somewhat

larger upper bounds, although this scheme has the following advantage. In this form of implementation the path

of each packet is predetermined at time Tk for packets present in their origination node at time Tk. Thus, the

path information can be recorded in the header of the packet and no path recalculation is needed while the packet

is on its route.

5 Conclusion

We have provided in this paper a simple classi�cation of undirected graphs which are universally stable - a

connected undirected graph is universally stable if and only if it has at most two edges. We have also proved

that a simple distributed policy NTO achieves stability in all the graphs under the critical arrival rate r = 1. A

1The author wishes to thank Ashish Goel for pointing out this argument.
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multicommodity ow type load condition was formulated for adaptive adversarial queueing networks and a stable

policy was constructed whenever this load condition is met.

A number of interesting questions remain outstanding. It is not clear which graphs are universally stable for a

given value of r < 1. Given that a network could be unstable for an arbitrarily small r (see [6]) such classi�cation

could be quite nontrivial. Deciding stability of speci�c policies is not well understood in general and might become

an impossible problem in light of undecidability results in [9].

Acknowledgments. The author wishes to thank Ashish Goel, Matthew Andrews and several referees for

many fruitful suggestions and corrections.
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